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Hybridization- Types, Selection of parents, Methods of 
Emasculation- Bagging and tagging

















Pedigree method
1.In pedigree method individual 
plants are selected from F2 and their 
progenies are tested in subsequent 
generations. A record of the entire 
parent off spring relationship is 
maintained and known as pedigree
record. ... 
2.This method used for selection 
from segregating population of 
crosses in self pollinated crops.

In genetics, transgressive segregation is the formation of 
extreme phenotypes, or transgressive phenotypes, 
observed in segregated hybrid populations compared to 
phenotypes observed in the parental lines. ... As a result, 
the hybrid species will have some traits that are 
transgressive (extreme) in nature.

Backcross, the mating of a hybrid organism (offspring of 
genetically unlike parents) with one of its parents or with an 
organism genetically similar to the parent







Different genes of same species Cross between different genera







Advantages

Disadvantages

Disadvantages

Disadvantages





Disadvantages

Natural selection 
is found in this 
cdt, so 
adaptability to 
various climatic 
cdts

Tedious to 
handle large 
varieties at 
bulking 



Similar to parents

Mainly for 
disease 
resistance

Disease 
resistance 
without effecting 
the yield













Heterosis in crop improvement.





































Breeding achievements in Rice













The Green Revolution technology, centered on high-yielding, disease- and 

insect-resistant rice varieties, has revolutionized rice production since the 

late 1960s. 

Many countries in the rice belt of Asia, which used to import large quantities 

of rice, have become self-sufficient and have some surpluses to export. As a 

result, rice prices on the international market and in the domestic markets of 

many countries have fallen, thus helping the purchasing power of weaker 

sections of these societies. 

The consequent improvement in food security has led to political stability 

and allowed the governments of the developing countries to pay more 

attention to the pressing needs of economic development. 



Population growth is continuing at more than 2% annually in many 

developing rice-growing countries. 

The demand for rice is likely to exceed supply by the year 2000. 

To feed this growing population, the growth rate of rice production needs 

to accelerate further. For this we need varieties with higher yield potential, 

greater yield stability, shorter growth duration, and superior grain quality. 

Innovative breeding methods and the emerging techniques of 

biotechnology mt~st supplement the conventional breeding methods in 

achieving the future rice breeding goals. 

Rice breeding today is. an international effort, involving scientists 

worldwide. IRRI is supported by an informal organization of 34 donor 

agencies called the Consultative Group on International Agricultural 

Research (CGIAP.). 

The Govern- ment of Japan is the third largest donor to the CGIAR. 

Numerous Japanese scientists have made notable contributions to rice 

science and improvement. Half of the world's yearly scientific literature on 

rice science is published in Japan.



Evolution

Origin of Life,

Evidences for

organic evolution;

Theories of

organic evolution

(Darwinism,

Lamarckism &

Mutation

Theory).























































Evidence in Embryos

Vertebrates have a common ancestor













I. Darwinism (Theory of Natural Selection):

A. Introduction:

Charles Darwin (Fig. 7.36) (1809- 1882 A.D.), an 

English naturalist, was the most dominant figure 

among the biologists of the 19th century. He made an 

extensive study of nature for over 20 years, 

especially in 1831-1836 when he went on a voyage 

on the famous ship “H.M.S. Beagle” (Fig. 7.37) and 

explored South America, the Galapagos Islands and 

other islands.
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Darwin explained his theory of evolution in 

a book entitled “On the Origin of Species by 

means of Natural Selection”. It was 

published on 24th Nov., 1859. In this 

theory, Charles Darwin proposed the 

concept of natural selection as the 

mechanism of evolution.



Two key concepts of Darwinian Theory of Evolution are:

1. Branching Descent, and 2. Natural Selection.



Main postulates of Darwinism are:

1. Geometric increase.

2. Limited food and space.

3. Struggle for existence.

4. Variations.

5. Natural selection or Survival of the fittest.

6. Inheritance of useful variations.

7. Speciation.



1. Geometric increase:
According to Darwinism, the populations tend to multiply geometrically and the 
reproductive powers of living organisms (biotic potential) are much more than 
required to maintain their number e.g.,

Other rapidly multiplying organisms are: Cod (one million eggs per year); Oyster (114 

million eggs in one spawning); Ascaris (70, 00,000 eggs in 24 hours); housefly (120 eggs 

in one laying and laying eggs six times in a summer season); a rabbit (produces 6 young 

ones in a litter and four litters in a year and young ones start breeding at the age of six 

months).

Similarly, the plants also reproduce very rapidly e.g., a single evening primrose plant 

produces about 1, 18,000 seeds and single fern plant produces a few million spores.

Even slow breeding organisms reproduce at a rate which is much higher than required e.g., an 

elephant becomes sexually mature at 30 years of age and during its life span of 90 years, 

produces only six offsprings. At this rate, if all elephants survive then a single pair of elephants 

can produce about 19 million elephants in 750 years.

These examples confirm that every species can increase manifold within a few generations and 

occupy all the available space on the earth, provided all survive and repeat the process. So the 

number of a species will be much more than can be supported on the earth.



2. Limited food and space:

3. Struggle for existence:

4. Variations:

Darwin proposed that living organisms tend to adapt to changing environment due to useful continuous 

variations {e.g., increased speed in the prey; increased water conservation in plants; etc.), as these will have a 

competitive advantage.

5. Natural selection or Survival of the fittest:

Darwin stated that if the man can produce such a large number of new species/varieties with limited resources 

and in short period of time by artificial selection, then natural selection could account for this large biodiversity 

by considerable modifications of species with the help of unlimited resources available over long span of time.

Darwin stated that discontinuous variations appear suddenly and will mostly be harmful, so are not selected by 

nature. He called them “sports”. So the natural selection is an automatic and self going process and keeps a 

check on the animal population.

This sorting out of the individuals with useful variations from a heterogeneous population by the nature was 

called Natural selection by Darwin and Survival of the fittest by Wallace. So natural selection acts as a restrictive 

force and not a creative force.



6. Inheritance of useful variations:

Darwin believed that the selected individuals pass their useful continuous variations 

to their offspring's so that they are born fit to the changed environment.

7. Speciation:

According to Darwinism, useful variations appear in every generation and are inherited from one 

generation to another. So the useful variations go on accumulating and after a number of 

generations, the variations become so prominent that the individual turns into a new species. So 

according to Darwinism, evolution is a gradual process and speciation occurs by gradual changes in 

the existing species.



Darwin Observed that characteristics of many plants and 
animals vary greatly among the islands

Hypothesis: Separate species may have arose from an 
original ancestor

Off coast of Ecuador
Observed MANY different species
Many similar to those on coast of S. America
Observed tortoises, iguanas, finches, etc with slight 
differences on different islands
Ex: different beaks of finches





So this theory explains only the survival of the fittest but does not explain the 

arrival of the fittest so Darwin himself confessed, “natural selection has been 

main but not the exclusive means of modification.”

These favourable Variations accumulate over generation after 

generation and lead to speciation. So natural selection operates through 

interactions between the environment and inherent variability in the 

population.



II. Lamarckism:
It is also called “Theory of inheritance of acquired characters” and was proposed by 

a great French naturalist, Jean Baptiste de Lamarck (Fig. 7.34) in 1809 A.D. in his 

famous book “Philosphic Zoologique”. This theory is based on the comparison 

between the contemporary species of his time to fossil records.i

His theory is based on the inheritance of acquired 

characters which are defined as the changes (variations) 

developed in the body of an organism from normal 

characters, in response to the changes in environment, or 

in the functioning (use and disuse) of organs, in their own 

life time, to fulfill their new needs. Thus Lamarck stressed 

on adaptation as means of evolutionary modification.
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Summary of four postulates of Lamarckism:

1. Living organisms or their component parts tend to increase in size.

2. Production of new organ is resulted from a new need.

3. Continued use of an organ makes it more developed, while disuse of an 

organ results in degeneration.

4. Acquired characters (or modifications) developed by individuals during 

their own lifetime are inheritable and accumulate over a period of time 

resulting a new species.



Evidences in favour of Lamarckism:

1. Phylogenetic studies of horse, elephant and other animals show that all 

these increase in their evolution from simple to complex forms.

Development of present day long-necked and long fore-

necked giraffe from deer-like ancestor by the gradual 

elongation of neck and forelimbs in response to deficiency 

of food on the barren ground in dry deserts of Africa. 

These body parts were elongated so as to eat the leaves on 

the tree branches. This is an example of effect of extra use 

and elongation of certain organs.
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Flightless birds:

Development of flightless birds like ostrich from flying ancestors due to continued 

disuse of wings as these were found in well protected areas with plenty of food.

Aquatic birds:

Development of aquatic birds like ducks, geese etc. from their terrestrial ancestors 

by the acquired characters like reduction of wings due to their continued disuse, 

development of webs between their toes for wading purposes.

Snakes:

Development of present day limbless snakes with long slender body from the 
limbed ancestors due to continued disuse of limbs and stretching of their body to 
suit their creeping mode of locomotion 

Horse:

The ancestors of modem horse (Equus caballus) used to live in the areas with soft 

ground and were short legged with more number of functional digits (e.g. 4 functional 

fingers and 3 functional toes in Dawn horse-Eohippus). These gradually took to live in 

areas with dry ground. This change in habit was accompanied by increase in length of 

legs and decrease in functional digits for fast running over hard ground.



Weismann mutilated the tails of mice for about 22 generations and allowed them to breed, but tailless 

mice were never born. Pavlov, a Russian physiologist, trained mice to come for food on hearing a bell. 

He reported that this training is not inherited and was necessary in every generation. Mendel’s laws of 

inheritance also object the postulate of inheritance of acquired characters of Lamarckism.

Similarly, boring of pinna of external ear and nose in Indian women; tight waist, of European ladies 

circumcising (removal of prepuce) in certain people; small sized feet of Chinese women etc are not 

transmitted from one generation to another generator.

Presence of weak muscles in the son of a wrestler was also not explained by Lamarck. 

Finally, there are a number of examples in which there is reduction in the size of organs 

e.g. among Angiosperms, shrubs and herbs have evolved from the trees.

So, Lamarckism was rejected.





III. Mutation Theory of Evolution:
The mutation theory of evolution was proposed by a 

Dutch botanist, Hugo de Vries (1848-1935 A.D.) (Fig. 

7.38) in 1901 A.D. in his book entitled “Species and 

Varieties, Their Origin by Mutation”. He worked on 

evening primrose (Oenothera lamarckiana).

A. Experiment:

Hugo de Vries cultured O. lamarckiana in botanical gardens at Amsterdam. The plants were, 

allowed to self pollinate and next generation was obtained. The plants of next generation were 

again subjected to self pollination to obtain second generation. Process was repeated for a 

number of generations.

B. Observations:

Majority of plants of first generation were found to be like the parental type and showed only minor 

variations but 837 out of 54,343 members were found to be very different in characters like flower 

size, shape and arrangement of buds, size of seeds etc. These markedly different plants were called 

primary or elementary species.

A few plants of second generation were found to be still more different. Finally, a new type, much 

longer than the original type, called O. gigas, was produced. He also found the numerical 

chromosomal changes in the variants (e.g. with chromosome numbers 16, 20, 22, 24, 28 and 30) 

upto 30 (Normal diploid number is 14).
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So according to mutation theory, evolution is a discontinuous and jerky process in 

which there is a jump from one species to another so that new species arises from 

pre-existing species in a single generation (macrogenesis or saltation) and not a 

gradual process as proposed by Lamarck and Darwin.

Evidences in favour of Mutation theory:

Appearance of a short-legged sheep variety, Ancon sheep (Fig. 7.39), from long-

legged parents in a single generation in 1791 A.D. It was first noticed in a ram 

(male sheep) by an American farmer, Seth Wright.

Mutation theory can explain the origin of new varieties or 

species by a single gene mutation e.g. Cicer gigas, Nuval

orange. Red sunflower, hairless cats, double- toed cats, etc.

It can explain the inheritance of vestigial and over-

specialized organs.

It can explain progressive as well as retrogressive evolution.
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